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This paper will examine the lunar lander stages that will he necessary for the future exploration and
development of the Moon. Lunar lander stage sizing will be discussed based on the projected lunar
payloads listed in the Civil Needs Data Base. Factors that will influence the lander stage design will
he identified and discussed Some of these factors urill he (i) lunar odn'ting and lunar surface lander
bases; (2) implications of direct lanaYng trajectories and landing from a parking orbit; (3) implications
of landing site and parking orbit; (4) implications of lana_'ng site and parking orbit selec_m; (5) the
use of expendable and reusable lander stages; and (6)the descent/ascent trajectories. Data relating
the lunar lander stage design requirements to each of the abote factors and others will he presented
in parametric form. These data uMl provide useful design data that will he applicable to future mission
model modifications and design studies.
As a result of the findings of the National Commission on Space
and the Space Leadership Report by Dr. Sally Ride, there is a
renewed interest in lunar exploration. Many current lunar study
activities indicate the great potential for both scientific and
technological benefits from a sustained, sequential lunar
exploration progam that would culminate in the utilization of
lunar resources. The results of many of the current conceptual
engineering studies depend greatly on the specific assumptions
made regarding the lunar exploration program. As part of the
National Space Transportation and Support Study of 1985, NASA
created the Civil Needs Data Base (CNDB). Included in the
database is an outline for a sustained lunar exploration program.
and a detailed listing of payloads that would be transported to
the Moon within that program. It was NASKs intention that this
database would provide a set of program assumptions that could
be used for subsequent engineering studies.
The lunar lander stages that would transport payloads to the
StLrface would be important elements of the lunar program. The
design requirements for these landers depend on many factors.
maximum payload weight it was necessary to consider the entire
range of payload transportation requirements for a sequential
build-up of a sustained lunar exploration program. Factors that
were considered were the range of payload weights and sizes as
well as the distribution of payloads within the year-by-year
sequence of the lunar exploration program.
The mission scenario that was chosen in this paper was
determined by considering several scenario options. These options
consisted of different mission profiles and stage-base locations.
There were three mission profiles that were considered, each one
using a different transfer trajectory between the Earth and Moon.
The first was landing from a direct transfer from low Earth orbit
to the lunar surface, the second was landing from a lunar orbit,
and the third was landing from the L1 libration point. These
mission profiles are shown in Fig. 1 (Martin Marietta, 1987,
pp. 131, 133, 137). The direct transfer appeared to be the most
economical in terms of total propellant requirements and may be
operationally less complex; however, the lander would be
required to carry more than twice as much propellant than
It is important that these requirements be determined with the
overall lunar program and the entire set of payloads within that
program taken into account. The CNDB provides the necessary
progam assumptions and payload characteristics to serve as a basis
for determining lunar, lander stage requirements. There are many
requirements that can be determined based on the information
in the CNDB. Among these are the requirements imposed by the
payloads, flight rate, propulsive requirements, configuration
constraints, as well as several other mission factors.
In order to determine requirements for a lunar lander stage,
it was necessary to consider two important aspects of the missions
that the stages would perform. The first mission aspect that was
considered was the overall mission scenario within which the
stage would be operated. This aspect of the mission determines
the basing options for the stage, overall energy requirements,
mission duration, and the type of mission operations associated
with the transportation of payloads to the lunar surface. The
second mission aspect that was considered was the nature of the
lunar payloads themselves. Rather than size the stages for a given
needed to land from a lunar orbit (Martin Mariettag 1987, p. 47).
The option of landing from the Earth-Moon L1 libration point
appears to offer no real advantage as far as propellant require-
ments for either the lunar transfer stages or the lander itself. It
required 63% more propellant to land from the L1 point than
from lunar orbit and 14% more propellant to travel from low
Earth orbit to the L1 point than to lunar orbit (Martin Mariett_
1987, p. 47).
In addition to the obvious trajectory and vehicle performance
considerations, the available options for establishing a trmas't_r-
tation node or lander stage base within each mission scenario.
were evaluated. This assumes that the need for such a node will
exist and provide operational benefits to the overall lunar
transportation system. A transportation node can be envisioned
as either the location of some actual platform that would provide
services to spacecraft traveling to the node, or as a point in space
where two spacecraft meet to perform specific mission opera-
tions. The most likely use of a transportation node would be to
utilize lunar-produced resources such as liquid oxygen. The node
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Fig. 1. Lunar mimion profile options.
could serve as a base Or operating location for reusable lander
stages. This would reduce the transportation requirements from
Earth.
The direct transfer scenario would allow for transportation
nodes in either low Earth orbit or on the lunar surface. The lunar
orbit scenario would allow for nodes in low Earth orbit, low lunar
orbit or on the lunar surface. The L1 libration point mission
scenario would allow for nodes in low Earth orbit, at the libration
point or on the lunar .surface. Each of these locations has
advantages and disadvantages as a transportation node.
Ifal-unar l_er transportation node were Focated in i0w Earth
orbit, then lunar resources would be conveniently located where
the majority of space activity occurs. However, a low Earth orbit
transportation node would be a poor location for a lunar
communications link or a surface sensing platform due to the
large distance from the Moon and the fact that only one side of
the Moon would be visible. The greatest disadvantage of basing
the lunar landers in low Earth orbit would be the performance
penalty of transporting the stages back and forth between the
Earth and Moon each mission.
A transportation node at the LI libration point would eliminate
the need to transport landers back and forth from low Earth orbit.
Unfortunately, any benefit would be more than offset by the
increase in the total energy required to tmsport payk)ads or lunar
resources between the Earth and Moon within the overall mission
scenario. A libration point would provide limited capability as a
location for a communications link or lunar surface sensing
platform since only one side of the Moon is visible. A libration
point node would also have some operational disadvantages. The
L1 point is not a stable libration point. The position of a platform
at this node would have to be maintained by a propulsion system
on the platform. This requirement could be diminished somewhat
by placing the stage base in a "halo orbit" around the libration
point, but this would add complexities to rendezvous operations
with other spacecraft.
A transportation node on the lunar surface would allow
reusable landers to be based at the same place lunar resources
are produced. This would eliminate the need for an orbiting
service station (Eagle Engineering 1984, p. 4). Unfortunately, a
strictly _ceJ_ased lander would have some operating restric-
tions Since'it' would be somewhat bound to a fixed location on
the lunar surface. If the lander base is located on the lunar surface,
propellants brou_t _m Earth would have to be carried all thc
way to the surface (Eagle Engineering 1984, p. 26). This would
reduce the overall payload capacity of the lunar transportation
system.
An orbiting lunar station would be the most efficient location
for a lander base in terms of payload vs. weight in low Earth orbit
but would require propellant transfer in zero-gravity (Woodcock,
1985, p. 120). A fuel depot in lunar orbit would eliminate the
need to transport propellants for the landers to the surface for
stbrage. "llaere are also some other advantages for a lunar orbit
transportation node. One advantage would be better access to the
farside of the Moon. Another advantage is that the lander would
be less bound to a particular location on the lunar surface.
Probably, the biggest advantage of using lunar orbit as a
trarmportation node is that it provides a convenient location for
exchanging payloads, crews, and lunar resources between transfer
stages and lunar landers. Lunar ,sensing could be conducted from
an orbiting station; in fact the lunar service station could be a
derivative of the low Earth orbit space station, with some identical
elements in addition to propellant storage capability orsc 1984,
p. D-7).
The mission scenario that was chosen for this paper takes
advantage of the benefits of transportation nodes on both the
lunar surface and in lunar orbit. Therefore, the lunar orbit mission
profile was selected. By using both locations as transportation
nodes, there would be more flexibility allowed in the operation
of the lunar landers. They could be maintained at a permanent
surface base where liquid oxygen is produced, or parked at a lunar
orbit service station. If sufficient propellant quantities could be
stored in orbit, the landers would be less dependent on the
surface base_: Even if no lunar orbit service station were available,
lunar orbit would be a useful transportation node. Payloads and
crews could be efficiefitly exchanged in lunar orbit. Liquid oxygen
from the Moon could be exchanged for liquid hydrogen from
Earth. The lander could serve as its own storage facility. Its oxygen
tanks would be filled on the surface and its hydrogen tanks would
be filled in lunar orbit.
In order to achieve the greatest efficiency possible from the
mission scenario, it must be carefully dt_igned to minimize the
overall energy requirements without restricting lunar exploration
options. A scenario that would achieve these goals has been
described by Woodcock (1985). The lunar orbit used in this
scenario w_s a 100-kin altitude polar orbit, which permits access
to any point on the lunar surface since the Moon rotates
underneath this orbit once ever 3 ' 27 days. The Earth orbit from
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space station orbit at approximately 500 km altitude and 28.5 ° 8
inclination. Due to the precession of the space station orbit about _ _
the Earth's polar axis and its orientation with respect to the plane _
t_
of the Moon's orbit, there is an opportunity for an in-plane transfer _-
to the Moon approximately every 9 days (Woodcock, 1985). In 8
order to minimize the energy requirements of the transfer ,_
trajectory, it should be designed so that the approach vector of _ g
the transfer vehicle when it reaches the Moon is in the plane of _
the lunar polar orbit. Similarly, the approach vector of the transfer = _ ,RO
vehicle when it returns to Earth should be in the plane of the
space station orbit. A trajectory that would satisfy both these _ _z
conditions is called a synchronized Earth-Moon round trip ,_
(Woodcock, 1985). Synchronism is possible when the combined _ -_
angular displacements, O, of the transfer vehicle, Moon, and line _',,
of the transfer orbit plane and space station orbit _of intersection
plane add up to be a complete circle (i.e., O = NTr, N = 2, 4, ,t _
6...). e,
A synchronized round-trip trajectory is shown in Fig. 2. The _ _ .,-
angular displacements of the transfer vehicle, Moon, and line of
intersection of the transfer orbit and space station orbit is shown
in Fig. 3. The combined angular displacement is shown to be 720 °
or two complete circles. This particular trajectory requires about
4 days for the transfer between the Earth and Moon and a 15-
day stay time in lunar orbit. The entire round trip mission takes
approximately 23 days. The AV requirements for this trajectory
are listed below (from Woodcock, 1985, p. 119)
Trans-Lunar Injection = 3139 M/S
Lunar Orbit Insertion ---- 915 M/S
Trans-Earth Injection ---- 906 M/S
Earth Orbit Insertion ---- 3061 M/S (All PropuLsive)
or = 200 M/S (With Aerobrake)
It is obvious from the preceding discussion that the mission
scenario and lander basing strategy would have a large influence
on the requirements for a lunar lander stage. In addition to the
mission scenario, it was necessary to examine one other important
aspect of the mission to determine its influence on lander
requirements. This second mission aspect was the nature of the
payloads that would be carried on the lander stages. The most
important factors in this mission aspect were the payload weights
and sizes, delivery sequence, the development of the lunar
infrastructure, and the number of lander flights. Most of the
assumptions concerning these factors were taken directly from the
NASA CNDB.
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Fig. 3. Angular displacements of the transfer vehicle, Moon, and line of
intersection of the transfer orbit plane and space station orbit plane.
The CNDB was developed by NASA in response to the National
Security Study Directive of May 1985 (McCauley, p. i). Its purpose
is to identify technology development necessary to meet U.S..space
objectives for the period 1995 to 2010 and to support studies
of future space transportation systems. It is a compilation of
several databases and other independent inputs including the
following sources: Battelle Outside Users Payload Model- 1985;
Space Station Mission Data Base; NASA Technology Model; Space
Station Transportation Requirements-OSS; Other Advanced/
Conceptual Mission Studies; NASA Program Offices; Other Civil
Agencies; Dept. of Energy; Dept. of Agriculture; Dept. of Interior,
etc.; and National Commission on Space (McCauley, 1986, p. 4-
2).
The lunar program portion of the CNDB contair_s a represen-
tative listing of all the payloads that would be transported to the
Moon during the period 1995 to 2010. The description of each
payload includes weight delivered to the lunar surface, payload
dimensions, and flight schedule as well as other information.
These payloads are defined within the framework of an assumed
build-up of a lunar infrastructure that would lead to a continuous
human presence on the Moon and utilization of lunar resources
especially liquid oxygen. Both the assumed infrastructure and the
physical characteristics of the payloads influence the requirements
for the lunar landers that would be used.
The CNDB assumes that the lunar infrastructure would be
created in three phases (McCauley, 1986). The first phase, m'hich
would last until 1999, would consist of unmanned robotic
exploration of the Moon. Activities during this phase would
include searching for fi'ozen water or other raw materials and
finding suitable locations for a lunar base. The second phase of
lunar exploration would la_st from the year 2000 through 2004.
A temporarily staffed outpost would be established on the Moon.
A crew of four would visit the outpost for limited stay times of
14 to 30 days. During this ph_,se, much of a permanent lunar bast-
would be constructed, pilot plants for lunar resource production
would be built, and scientific experiments would be carried out.
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It was assumed that all landers and ascent vehicles would be
expendable since no lunar-produced liquid oxygen would be
available. The third phase of lunar exploration would begin in
2005. There would be continuous human presence on the Moon.
Crews would be rotated from Earth to maintain a staff of 8 to
12 people at the base (McCauley, 1986). It w_s assumed that
liquid oxygen would be produced and that a reusable lunar lander
would be used to transport payloads between the surface and
lunar orbit. Payloads and crews would be exchanged between
transfer vehicles and the lander at a lunar orbit service station.
The three-phase infrastructure just described clearly influences
whether the lunar lander should be expendable or reusable. To
CNDB are based on the study performed by Batte//e Columbus
D/v/s/on (1987). They represent a wide range of possible lunar
activities from astronomy to life sciences research. Included in the
listing of payloads are the lunar base elements, crews, crew
logistics, and descent and ascent vehicles. Each payload is given
an identification number in the listing. The information shown for
each payload consists of (1)weight delivered to the surface,
(2)weight returned from the surface, (3)payload dimensions,
and (4) number of units delivered during the year. It should be
noted that there is more information available on these payloads
in the CNDB than listed in Table 1.
One other factor was included in order to determine lander
determine additional requirements for the landers, it is necessary requirements imposed by the payloads, namely, the number of
to examine the lunar payloads and the delivery sequence of those flights (or landings) that would be used to transport the payloads
payloads. The lunar payloads in the CNDB are listed in Table 1. to the lunar surface. The number of flights determines what the
They are grouped by year but there is no particular sequence payload-carrying requirements would be in terms of both payload
assumed within each year. Most of the payloads listed in the weight and payload volume. Obviously, if fewer flights are used,
TABLE 1. Civil Needs Data Base lunar payloads.
PLID P-aytoad Name Descent Ascent Length Width Height Units
Weight Weight
1996
5024 Lunar Polar Sample Return 8,800 -- 22.1 13.0 0.0 1
1997
5024 Lunar Polar Sample Return 8,800 000 22.1 13.0 0.0 1
5034 Rover (Surf Surv) 2,200 -- 14.6 8.0 0.0 1
1998
5034 Rover (Surf Surv) 2,200 -- 14.6 8.0 0.0 1
1999
5002 Lunar Base Crew Rotation 1,800 1,800 3.0 12.0 6.0 I
(O4/014)
5018 Personnel Transfer Module 13,200 13,200 12.0 14.0 0.0 I
(4 Man)
5027 Danar Science and Field Geology 500 100 15.0 5.0 0.0 1
5034 Rover ( Surf Surv) 2,200 -- 14.6 8.0 0.0 1
5050 Lunar Lander Vehicle 41,660 -- 13.0 14.0 0.0 2
(Expendable)
5052 Lunar Base Crew I_tics 300 -- 3.0 3.0 3.7 l
(04/014)
5053 Lunar Ascent Vehicle 16.275 -- 5.0 14.0 0.0 1
(Expendable)
2OOO
5002 Lunar Base Crew Rotation 1,800 1,800 3.0 12.0 6.0 2
(04/014)
5008 Lunar Based SETI 20,000 -- 32.0 14.0 0.0 1
5009 Lunar Far UV Telescope 10,0OO -- 15.0 6.0 10.0 1
5013 Plant (Power)(Initial) 7,000 -- 20.0 15.0 0.0 i
5018 Personnel Transfer Module 13200 13,200 12.0 14.0 0.0 2
(4 Man)
5027 Lunar Science and Field Geok_,,y 500 100 15.0 5.0 0.0 1
5031 Rover (Unpressurized) 4,000 -- 17.0 I0.0 0.0 1
5032 Soil Mover/Crane/Constr. PH-2 38,500 -- 30.0 19.0 0.0 1
5036 Comm Relay (Surf) PH-2 2,500 -- 15.9 10.0 0.0 1
5050 Lunar Lander Vehicle 41,660 -- 13.0 14.0 0.0 4
(Expendable)
5052 Lunar Base Crew Logistics 300 -- 3.0 3.0 3.7 2
(04/014)
5053 Lunar Asct:nt Vehicle 16,275 -- 5.0 14.0 0.0 2
(Expendable)
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TABLE I. (continued).
PLID Payload Name Descent Ascent Length Width Height Units
Weight Weight
2001
5002 Lunar Base Crew Rotation 1,8OO 1,800
(04/014)
5013 Plant (Power)(Initial) 7,000 --
5018 Personnel Transfer Module 13,200 13,200
(4 Man)
5027 Lunar Science and Field Geology 500 100
5028 Plant (Liquid Oxygen)(Pilot) 38,500 --
5037 Optical Interferometer Telescope 15,000 --
5050 Lunar Lander Vehicle 41,660 --
(Expendable)
5052 Lunar Base Crew Logisitics 300 --
(o41014)
5053 Lunar Ascent Vehicle ! 6,275 --
(Expendable)
5082 Module Interface Mode 8,200 --
20O2
5011 Habitat Module PH-2 38,500 --
5018 Personnel Transfer Module 13,200 13,200
(4 Man)
5027 Lunar Science and Field Geology 500 100
5050 Lunar Lander Vehicle 41,660 --
( Expendable )
5053 Lunar Ascent Vehicle 16,275 --
(Expendable)
5068 Lunar Base Crew Rotation 1,800 1,800
(04/030)
5071 Mining Equipment (Oxygen) 38,500 --
5075 Lunar Base Crew Logistics (04/ 900 --
030)
2O03
5006 Plant (Power)(Advanced) 38,500 --
5018 Personnel Transfer Module 13,200 13,200
(4 Man)
5027 Lunar Science and Field Geology 500 100
5029 Plant (Liquid 33,333 --
Oxygen)(Production)
5050 Lunar Lander Vehicle 41,660 --
(Expendable)
5053 Lunar Ascent Vehicle 16,275 --
(Expendable)
5068 Lunar Base Crew Rotation 1,800 1,800
(04/030)
50.73 Geochemical Materials Lab 38,500 --
5075 Lunar Base Crew Logistics 900 --
(04/030)
5082 Module Interface Mode 8,200 --
2OO4
5010 Lunar Far UV Telescope 2,000 --
5018 Personnel Transfer Module 13,200 13,200
(4 Man)
5027 Lunar Science and Field Geology 500 1 O0
5029 Plant (Liquid Oxygen) 33,333 --
(Production)
5031 Rover (Unpressurized) 4,000 --
5050 Lunar Lander Vehicle 41,660 --
(Expendable)
5053 Lunar Ascent Vehicle 16,275 --
(Expendable)
5068 Lunar Base Crew Rotation 1,800 1,800
(04/030)
3.0 12.0 6.0 3
20.0 15.0 0.0 2
12.0 14.0 0.0 3
15.0 5.0 0.0 1
36.0 14.0 0.0 1
15.0 15.0 0.0 1
13.0 14.0 0.0 6
3.0 3.0 3.7 3
5.0 14.0 0.0 3
15.0 20.0 0.0 1
36.O 14.0 0.0 1
12.0 14.0 0.0 4
15.0 5.0 0.0 1
36.0 14.0 0.0 1
13.0 14.0 0.0 7
5.0 14.0 0.0 4
3.0 12.0 6.0 4
36.0 14.0 0.0 1
5.0 5.O 6.0 4
15.0 20.0 0.0 1
8.0 4.0 4.O 1
12.0 14.0 0.0 4
15.0 5.0 0.0 1
36.0 14.0 0.0 2
17.0 10.0 0.0 1
13.0 14.0 0.0 6
5.0 14.0 0.0 4
3.0 12.0 6.0 4
42.6 16.0 0.0 I
12.0 14.0 0.0 4
15.0 5.0 0.0 1
13.0 14.0 0.0 6
5.0 14.0 0.0 4
3.0 12.0 6.0 4
13.7 13.7 13.7 1
5.0 5.0 6.0 4
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TABLE 1. (continued).
PLID Payload Name Descent Ascent Length Width Height Units
Weight Weight
2004 continued
5074 Geochemical Materials Lab 500 -- 5.0 5.0 2.0 1
5075 Lunar Base Crew Logistics 900 -- 5.0 5.0 6.0 4
(041030)
2005
5015 Life Science Research Facility 40,000 -- 36.0 14.0 0.0 2
5018 Personnel Transfer Module 13,200 13,200 12.0 14.0 O.0 4
(4 Man)
5027 Lunar Science and Field Geology 500 IOO 15.0 5.0 O.0 1
5036 Comm Relay (Surf) PH-2 2,500 -- 15.9 10.0 O.0 1
5050 Lunar lander Vehicle 41,660 -- 13.0 14.0 0.0 7
(Expendable)
5053 Lunar Ascent Vehicle 16,275 -- 5.0 14.O 0.O 4
(Expendable)
5065 Lunar Base Deep Drilling 4,000 -- 10.0 10.0 8.0 1
5067 Lunar Base Crew Rotation 1,800 1,800 3.0 12.0 6.0 4
(04/180)
5074 Geochemical Materials Lab 500 -- 5.0 5.0 2.0 i
5076 Lunar Base Crew Logistics 6,400 -- 6.0 6.0 8.0 4
(04/180)
5079 Life Science Research Facility 8,200 -- 15.0 20.0 0.0 1
(Node)
5082 Module Interface Node 8,200 -- 15.0 20.0 0.0 1
2OO6
5012
5014
5018
5027
5062
5067
5O7O
5074
5076
5080
5054
5019
Habitat Module PH-3 38,500
Servicing Facility Shop Module 38,500
Personnel Transfer Module 13,200
(4 Man)
Lunar Science and Field Geology 500
Low Frequency Radio Array 20,000
Lunar Base Crew Rotation 1,800
(04/lSO)
Life Science Research Facility 500
Geochemical Materials Lab 500
Lunar Base Crew l.ogi_ics 6,400
(04/180)
Lunar Lander Vehicle Logistics 7,000
(OH2)
Lunar Lander (Reusable) 11,500
Personnel Transfer Module 7,200
(6 Man)
2007
5018
5027
5030
5035
5061
5064
5067
5070
5072
5074
5076
508O
Personnel Transfer Module 13,200
(4 Man)
Lunar Science and Field Geology 500
Rover (Pressurized) 38,500
Comm Relay (Surf) PH-3 2,500
Low Frequency Radio Array 1,000
Radio lnterferometry 20,000
Lunar Base Crew Rotation 1,800
(04/180)
l.ife Science Research Facility 500
Servicing Facility Shop Modulc 2,000
Geochemical Materials Lab 500
Lunar Base Crew lx)gistics 6,400
(04/180)
Iamar lander Vehicle Logistics 7,000
(IBD
-- 36.0 14.0 0.O 1
-- 36.0 14.0 0.0 1
13,200 12.0 14.0 0.O 3
100 15.0 5.0 0.0 1
-- 50.0 20.0 10.O 1
1,800 3.0 12.0 6.0 3
100 4.0 4.0 3.0 i
-- 5.0 5.0 2.0 1
-- 6.0 6.0 8.0 3
7.0 16.0 6
15.0 14.0 1
10.0 12.0 1
13,200 12.0 14.0 0.O 4
100 15.0 5.0 0.0 1
-- 36.0 14.0 O.O 1
-- 15.9 10.0 0.O 1
-- 4.0 4.0 4.0 I
-- 32.0 14.0 0.0 1
1,800 3.0 12.0 6.0 4
I00 4.0 4.0 3.0 1
-- 7.0 7.0 6.0 1
-- 5.0 5.0 2.0 1
-- 6.0 6.0 8.0 4
7.0 16.0 7
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TABLE I. (continued).
PLID Payload Name Descent Ascent Length Width Height Units
Weight Weight
2008
5010 Lunar Far UV Telescope 2,OOO -- 8.0 4.0 4.0 1
5027 Lunar Science and Field Geology 500 100 15.0 5.0 0.0 1
5035 Comm Relay (Surf) PH-3 2,500 -- 15.9 lO.O 0.0 1
5061 Low Frequency Radio Array 1,0OO -- 4.0 4.0 4.0 1
5063 Radio Interfcrometry 1,0OO -- 4.0 4.0 4.0 1
5066 Lunar Base Crew Rotation 2,700 2,700 3.0 18.O 6.0 4
(06/180)
5070 Life Science Research Facility 500 100 4.0 4.0 3.0 1
5072 Servicing Facility Shop Module 2,000 -- 7.0 7.0 6.0 I
5074 Geochemical Materials Lab 500 -- 5.0 5.0 2.0 I
5077 Lunar Base Crew Logistics 9,600 -- 8.0 8.0 10.0 4
(06/180)
5080 Lunar Lander Vehicle Logistics 7,OOO -- 7.0 16.0 6
(lttD
2o09
5027 Lunar Science and Field Geology 500 100 15.0 5.0 0.0 I
5033 Soil Mover/Crane/Constr. PH-3 38,500 -- 36.0 14.O 0.0 1
5061 Low Frequency Radio Array 1,0OO -- 4.0 4.0 4.0 1
5063 Radio Interferometry 1,0OO -- 4.0 4.0 4.0 1
5066 Lunar Base Crew Rotation 2,700 2,700 3.0 18.0 6.0 4
(06/180)
5070 Life Science Research Facility 500 lOO 4.0 4.0 3.0 1
5072 Servicing Facility Shop Module 2,000 -- 7.0 7.0 6.0 1
5074 Geochemical Materials Lab 500 -- 5.0 5.0 2.0 1
5077 Lunar Base Crew Logistics 9,600 -- 8.0 8.0 10.0 4
(06/180)
5080 Lunar Lander Vehicle Logistics 7,000 -- 7.0 16.0 7
2010
5022 Plant (Ceramics) 38,500 -- 36.0 14.0 0.O 1
5027 Lunar Science and Field Geology 500 100 15.0 5.0 0.0 1
5061 Low Frequency Radio Array 1,0OO -- 4.0 4.0 4.0 1
5063 Radio lnterferometry 1,O00 -- 4.0 4.0 4.0 1
5066 Lunar Base Crew Rotation 2,700 2,700 3.0 18.0 6.0 4
(061180)
5070 Life Science Research Facility 500 100 4.0 4.0 3.0 i
5072 Servicing Facility Shop Module 2,000 -- 7.0 7.0 6.0 I
5074 Geochemical MateriaLs Lab 500 -- 5.0 5.0 2.0 1
5077 Lunar Base Crew Logistics 9,600 -- 8.0 8.0 10.0 4
(061180)
5080 Lunar Lander Vehicle Logistics 7,000 -- 7.0 16.0 6
(u-ID
more payload would have to be carried each flight. This factor lunar lander logistics (liquid hydrogen) deliveries (payload I.D.
presented several possibilities for transporting the payloads. Three 5080) for each year after that. The CNDB uses the assumption
options were chosen for this paper. The first was to use the that once lunar-produced liquid oxygen is available (by 2OO6),
number of flights outlined in the CNDB. This would serve as a
baseline. The second would be to use the minimum number of
flights. And finally, the third would have no limit on the number
of flights.
The number of flights used in the CNDB is implied by the
number of descent and ascent stages (payload I.D.s 5050 and
5053) listed for each year through 2005 and by the number of
a reusable lunar lander would perform all payload deliveries. The
number of flights used for the baseline option in this paper uses
the same vehicle assumptions as the CNDB except for two
modifications. The first is that rather than use the reusable lander
for all flights after 2005, an expendable lander would be used
for the unmanned payload delivery missiotxs. This would reduce
the payload requirement for the reusable lander by 43%. The
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other modification to the CNDB assumptions was to eliminate
some of the flights between 2007 and 2010. This would result
in a more efficient use of the reusable lander.
The lunar payloads for each year in the CNDB are depicted in
Fig. 4. They are drawn to scale, based on the dimensions given
in Table 1. Within each year, the payloads are divided into groups
representing each flight necessary for option 1. The groups were
arranged in such a way as to keep the payload weight and size
to a minimum for each flight. The total payload size represents
the smallest cargo pad area that would be occupied by the
payloads for that particular flight. The data contained in Fig. 4
were used to determine several requirements for the lunar lander
stages.
The first requirement for the landers that was found was the
maximum payload weight for each of the landers. These
requirements can be seen in Fig. 5, which summarizes the payload
carrying requirements for option 1. This figure shows that the
maximum descent payload weight for the expendable lander is
about 41,000 lb and for the reusable lander is 23,000 lb. Figure 4
was also used to determine several other stage requirements. The
maximum payload for the expendable ascent vehicle is 15,100 lb
and the maximum ascent payload for the reusable lander is
10,000 lb. In addition to payload weight requirements, payload
size requirements were found. The maximum payload size for the
expendable lander was 42 x 20fi, for the expendable ascent
vehicle it was 12 x 14 fi, and for the reusable lander it was 31 ×
14 ft. The final requirements determined fi'om Fig. 4 were the
number of trips and the number of vehicles required during the
period 1996 to 2010. There are 63 descents and 41 ascents
required for option 1. The vehicle requirements for option 1 are
44 expendable landers, 22 expendable ascent vehicles, and at least
1 reusable lander for a total of 67 vehicles.
The second flight option that was considered minimized the
number of flights. For this option, it was assumed that after initial
robotic exploration, there would be flights to the Moon only
when it was necessary to send a crew. For this option, the number
of flights corresponds to the number of manned missions listed
in the CNDB. All the payloads would be transported on these
flights. Also, all flights after 2005 would use a reusable lander as
was originally assumed in the CNDB Figure 6 shows the CNDB
lunar payloads grouped by year and flight number for option 2.
Since there are fewer flights, more payload must be carried on
each flight. The payload carrying requirements for option 2 are
summarized in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the maximum descent
payload for the expendable lander is approximately 78,000 lb and
for the reusable lander is 58,000 lb. Figure 6 was also used to
determine other requirements. The maximum ascent payload for
the expendable ascent vehicle was found to be 15,000 lb and for
the reusable lander, lO,O001b. The payload sizes were found to
be 42 x 3Oft for the expendable lander, 12 × 14 ft for the expend-
able ascent vehicle, and 36 × 28 ft for the reusable lander. There
are 41 descents and 41 ascents required for this option. Finally,
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Fig. 5. Number of lunar lander flights required for various payload weights in option 1.
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there are 22 expendable landers, 22 expendable ascent vehicles,
and at least 1 reusable lander required. The total number of
vehicles for option 2 is 45.
The final payload delivery option identified lunar lander
requirements if there were no limit on the number of trips to
the lunar surface. The key assumption for this option was that
every payload weighing more than 500 lb would land on the
Moon separately. Payloads weighing up to 500 lb would be
_ned on manned missions since they usually represent
some experiment conducted by the crew. Figure 8 shows the
payloads for each flight for each year. It is obvious that using one
type of vehicle to t_rt both 40,O00-lb payloads and lO00-
lb payloads would not be efficient. Therefore, multiple vehicles
were considered, each one designed to carry a specific range of
payload weights_
The number of types of vehicles and the payload ranges for each
of the stages was found by looking at the overall range of payload
carrying requirements shown in Fig. 9. The conclusions that were
drawn indicated that two sizes of expendable landers are required
and that two sizes of reusable landers are required. A total of 39
expendable landers with a payload capability of 20,000 to
41,OOOlb with a payload size of 36x 19fi are required. Fifteen
expendable landers for payloads under 16,000 lb and 30 × 15 ft
in size are required. The first reusable lander would have a
descent payload requirement of 20,000 lb and an ascent payload
of lO,OOOlb. The largest payload size would be 36× 17ft. The
second reusable lander would have a descent payload of just
3500 lb and no ascent payload requirement. The stage size would
be influenced more by the size of the propellant tanks than the
payloads. The expendable ascent vehicle requirements were
identical to the first two options. For this option, there would
be 89 descents to the surface and 57 ascents. A total of at least
78 vehicles would be required.
All the lander requirements determined up to this point were
imposed by the payloads. In order to determine other require-
ments related to the propulsion system or stage weight, it was
necessary to develop a conceptual design for the lunar lander
stages. First, the propulsion requirements were determined, then
the stage weight was evaluated. This information led to the
development of a scaling equation for the lander stages.
The descent and ascent trajectories were assumed to be very
similar to those used during the Apollo Program (A/pbt'n et a/.
1968; BeUcom Inc., 1968; Martin Marietta, 1987). An initial
thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.6 was asumed for both descent and
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4O
ascent (Laidlaw, 1964, pp. 16-17). This determines the maximum
thrust required for the lander. In addition to providing this
maximum thrust, the lander engines must be throttlable for two
reasons. The first is due to the assumed configuration of the stage.
In determining the payload sizes for the previous options, it was
assumed that the payloads would be arranged on a rectangular
platform. Four engines would be placed at the comers of the where
platform. This configuration would have limited engine-out
capability if the remaining three engines and the attitude control and
system could maintain proper vehicle balance. Since it would not
always be possible to balance the payloads around the center of
the platform, the engine thrusts would have to be biased to
compensate for any center-of-gravity offsets. Figure 10 shows how
much the engines would have to be throttled to compensate for
center-of-gravity offsets. In addition to this throttling requirement,
the stage must have an overall throttle ratio of 21:1 during the
descent trajectory (Martin Marietta, 1987, p. 49).
The AVs chosen for this paper were 2195 M/S for descent
(Martin Marietta, 1987, p. 133) and 1920 M/S for ascent (Eagle
Engineering 1984, p. 24). The initial calculations for stage
propellant requirements were based on these AVs and the
following scaling equation (Eagle Engineering 1984, p. 25)
Wi = 5024 + 0.04545 Wp
where Wi = stage inert weight (lb) and Wp = propellant weight
(lb). This scaling equation was substituted into the rocket
equation to give the following equation for propellant weight as
a function of AV and payload weight
wp= (EI) (5024 + wr,)
0.04545 (l-E) + I
Wpl = payload weight (lb)
AV
E=e(_ --)
The initial propellant requirements were used to size the
propellant tanks for the lander stages.
The propulsion system requirements for each vehicle and
option are summarized in Table 2. The propulsion system was
based on the use of RL10 '_ngines. The required average thrust
per engine to achieve an initial thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.6 is
shown in this table. The actual thrust per engine would vary
depending on the requirement to comperxqate for a center-of-
gravity offset. The propellant tanks were sized so they would fit
within the same area as the payloads. The arrangement of the
engines and tank for the landers and ascent vehicles is shown in
Figs. l la,b. The middle portion of the payload platform on
expendable landers was left open to allow room for the ascent
vehicle as shown in Fig. 1 lc.
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TABLE 2. Ltmar lander vehicle propulsion system summary.
Option option 1
1,2,&3
. _F._pendable Expendable Reusable
Ascent Veh. Lander Lander
Option 2 Option 3
L
Expendable Reusable Expendable :E_Ic:= Reusable Reusable
Lander Lander Lander 1 Lander 2 lander 1 Lander 2
...... =
Engine Type RLIO-IIB RLI O-IIB RLI0-IIB RLIO-IIB RLIO-IIB RL10-IIB RL 10-lIl
Number of Engines 2 4 4 4 4 4 4
Thrust per Engine (lb) 9233 12679 10524 23286 21702 12530 5430
LOX Tank Size (e',L) 5.1×5.1 7.9×6 7.9 X 6.7 22.3×4.6 21.8 X 4.7 11.2;<5 7.9X4
LFI2 Tank Size (ea-) 9.5×6.3 17.8×7 13.6 × 8.8 29.8 x 7.2 27.9×7_:_5. 19.5 x 6.7 14.9 x 5.1
LOX Tank Weight (lb e_) 79 246 246 596 600 275 116
LH 2 Tank Weight (lb e_.) 276 800 785 1521 1532 805 357
Total Tank Weight (lb) _ 710 .... 2092 2062 4234 4264 2160 946
Total Engine Weight (lb) 784 15__68 1568 1568 1568 1568 _!504
Propulsion System Weight (lb) i 494 _ 3630 5803 5832 3728 2450
RLIO-IIB RLI0-m
4 2
10061 4986
7.1 × 7.1
16.7 x 7.4 10.7 x 5.3
220 68
799 248
2038 632
1568 752
36O6 1384
. z ..... _ .......
All stages have two Lx__ of tanks. _ .......
EngineTsl -- RL-I6]ilB: - 1_ 16-m:
Isp= 46o(_c) 1_ _462 (s¢¢)
T__- 15_0o0(m) _t - 75OO(m)
Mixture Ratio -- 6:1 Mixture P_tio -- 6.-I
Weight -- 392 (Ib) Weight - 376 (lb)
Size= 5 × 6 x6 (f_) Size = 5 × 5 x 5 (ft)
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Fig. 11. Lander stage configuration. (a)descent stage (expendable or reusable); Oh)ascent stage (expendable); and (c)descent stage with
ascent stage plus payload.
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The payload size requirement for each vehicle determined the
length and width of the payload platform. The diameter of the
propellant tanks determined the thickness of the platform. These
dimensions for each vehicle and option are listed in Table 3. This
table shows the weight characteristics of all the lunar lander
stages. The structure weights were calculated using the platform
dimensions and weights of the payload, propellant, and propulsion
system. An aluminum truss com_guration was assumed. The
remaining system weights for environmental control, orientation
control, avionics, and landing legs were calculated based on
previous studies of lunar and martian landers. The final values for
propellant weights were calculated using the stage weights listed
in Table 3 and the AVs selected earlier.
The weight data listed in Table 3 were used to develop a scaling
equation for the lunar lander vehicles based on payload weights
and platform size. The following equation was derived
Wo = 7631 + 1.7972 Wpl + 1.5682 Wpt + 3.786 A
down up
(Note: Add 9% for reusable landers) where W o = vehicle gross
weight (lb) (Stage + Propellant + Payload);
W# = descent payload (lb);
down
Wpl = ascent payload (lb);
up
and A = platform area (ft2).
This equation is applicable for payload weights over 15,000 lb.
Notice that the propellant weight does not appear explicitly in
this equation as it usually does in scaling equations. The reason
for this is that this scaling equation was derived for the specific
descent and ascent trajectories (AVs) described earlier. It is not
applicable to any other trajectory. The values of vehicle gross
weight obtained using this scaling equation are within 2% of the
values obtained using the rocket equation ff the stage inert weight
is known.
The selection of a lunar lander design depends on the criteria
used to judge the many design and program options. One criteron
that would be used to evaluate these options is vehicle cost.
Representative vehicle costs for each lander stage and option are
listed in Table 4. These costs include design, development, testing,
and engineering cost (DDT&E), production costs, and operations
costs. The DDT&E values shown were derived using Apollo lunar
lander, space station, and other cost models. The production costs
are based on the first unit cost and a 90% learning curve applied
to the additional vehicles. The operations costs include pro-
pellants, console time (JSC operations), tracking and communi-
cation charges, and other operations costs. The total life cycle cost
is the stun ofthe_l)DT&E, production, and operations costs. These
costs represent only the cost of the lander stages and their
operation between lunar orbit and the surface. They do not
include any cost for transportation of either the stages or the
payloads to low Earth orbit or lunar orbit. Therefore, these costs
are but a fraction of the overall mission and program costs and
represent just one of many criteria that would be considered in
evaluating lunar lander design options.
A number of important requirements for the lunar lander stages
have been identified for each vehicle and payload delivery option.
These requirements indicate how much the design of the lunar
ianders would be influenced by the mission scenario, payloads,
and the type of lunar program within which they would operate.
The design concepts used in determining the lander requirements
pointed out in this paper are applicable to any other mission or
program scenario that may be developed in the future. It is hoped
TABLE 3. Lunar lander vehicle weight summary.
Option Option ! Option 2 Option 3
1,2,& 3
Expendable Expendable Reusable Expendable Reusable Expendable Expendable Reusable Reusable
Ascent Veh. Lander Lander Lander Lander Lander 1 Lander 2 Lander 1 Lander 2
Platform Size (ft)
Payload Weight (lb)
Structure Weight (Ib)
LOX Tanks ([b)
LH2 Tanks (lb)
Engines (lb)
Environmental Control (Ib)
Orientation Control (lb)
Avionics (Ib)
Landing Legs (lb)
15% Contingency (Ib)
Total Stage Weight (lb)
Propellant Weight (Ib)
Vehicle Gross Weight (Ib)
Number of Vehicles
Number of Flights
Descents/Ascents
per Option
Total Number of Vehicles
12×!4×10 42×20×7 31×14×9 42×30×8 36×28×8 36×19×7 30×15×6 36×17×8 21×11×6
15,100 40,375 <23,000 77,675 <58,000 41,000 16,000 <21,000 <3,000
>10,000 >10,000 >10,000 >0
2,027 4,530 3,491 6,894 6,014 4,281 2,578 3,612 1,628
158 492 492 1,192 1,200 550 232 440 136
552 1,600 1,570 3,042 3,064 1,610 714 1,598 496
784 1,568 1,568 1,568 1,568 1,568 1,504 1,568 752
137 137 203 ! 37 203 137 137 203 203
!87 187 265 187 265 187 187 265 265
510 510 754 510 754 510 510 754 754
0 1,040 647 1,910 1,495 1,027 445 608 150
653 1,510 1,348 2,316 2,184 1,480 946 1,357 658
5,008 11,574 10,338 17,756 16,747 11,350 7,253 10,405 5,042
10,668 32,560 37,820 59,811 69,931 32,183 13,947 36,667 9,079
30,776 84,508 70,158 155,242 144,679 83,533 36,200 67,071 16,620
22 44 1 22 1 39 15 1 1
22 44 19 22 19 39 15 21 14
63/41 41/41 89/57
67 45 78
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TABLE 4. Lunar lander vehicle cost summary ( 1988 dollars in millions).
Option
1,2,&3
Expendable
Ascent Veh.
Option 1 Option 2
Expendable Reusabie Expendable Reusable Expendable
Lander Lander Lander lander Lander 1
Option 3
Expendable Reusable Reusable
Lander 2 Iander 1 Lander 2
DDT&E
Stage 2723
Eagine 493
Total 3216
First Unit Cost
Stage 190
Engine 7
Total 197
Total Production Cost 3127
of Vehicles
Total Operations Cost 220
Total Life Cycle Cost 6563
Total Cost of Option
4,191 5886 5,331 7743 4,144 3177 5908 4117
493 740 483 725 493 493 740 725
4,684 6626 5,814 8468 4,637 3670 6648 4842
347 396
13 16
360 412
10,374 412
440 190
15,498 7228
29,289
486 581 342 236 398 240
13 8 13 13 16 8
499 589 355 249 414 248
7,921 589 9,224 2837 414 248
220 190 390 150 210 140
13,955 9247 14,251 6657 7272 5230
29,765 39,973
Note: These costs do not include transportation to low-Earth orbit or lunar orbit.
that the process of determining lunar lander requirements
described in this paper will be useful in the future as program
scenarios and payload models change.
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